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Section 1 INTRODUCTION

In early February 2012, the Prince’s Foundation
facilitated a Community Planning Event, co-designed and
co-delivered with the Grove Park Community Group and
its growing number of local partners.
The Localism Act states ‘Devolving decision making power to local
communities enabling them to formulate a positive vision of their future’
as principal aim. This report documents this sort of growth vision for the
currently struggling local centre around a very busy Grove Park Station.
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Grove PArk Community Group

The Prince’s Foundation

The Grove Park Community Group was
formed in 1972 following a defeat of the
proposal to build Ringway 2 - an urban
motorway.

We are the Prince’s Foundation for Building
Community. Our goal is a future where all of
us can take part in making our communities
more sustainable.

Since that time the Group has provided a wide range
of community services and activities at the Ringway
Centre, which is situated on land through which
Ringway 2 would have run.

We are working with everyone from local residents’
groups to governments to make it happen

Grove Park Community Design Workshop
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Section 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Scope

The Prince’s Foundation was invited by the Grove Park Community
Group to facilitate a community planning event focusing on the area
around Grove Park station in response to a number of emerging issues:
Grove Park’s untapped potential to be a thriving local centre; the quality of the public spaces and provision
for pedestrians, people with disabilities and cyclists; and the vacant Baring Hall Hotel and parades of shops.

What We were Asked to Help With

FUNDING OF the EVENT

We were asked to facilitate the development of
a shared vision for the improvement of Grove
Park’s wider Station Area.

The event was funded through a grant
provided by the Department for Communities
and Local Government .

We invited a nominated range of stakeholders to
work with the community to and articulate this
vision.

It is part of the ‘Communities and Neighbourhoods
in Planning’ programme and has been enabled by
the Grove Park Community Group and supported by
numerous local organisations/ institutions including
Lewisham Council.
This report was prepared with the generous
assistance of our community group clients Stephen
Kenny, John King, Chris Blake , Barrie Anderson
and key stakeholders Joost Van Well, Lewisham
Council, and David Hignett, Network Rail. We
greatly appreciate the time spent, insights shared
and thank them all greatly for their contribution.
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Section 1 INTRODUCTION

1.2 Purpose of this Report

The purpose of this report is to provide a record of the Community
Planning and Design Event; Document the community’s ideas and
aspirations; Set out short and long term proposals that improve the area;
and, provide recommendations on next steps.
PrOPosals for positive Change

Neighbourhood Development Plan

The Grove Park Community Planning Event
was designed to engage residents, businesses,
landowners, service providers, officers and
Councillors in that task. The GPCG invited guest
speakers Dr.Richard Hobday to speak about the
history and importance of healthly neighbourhoods
and Jonathan Roberts on strategic transport
challenges and opportunities for Grove Park.

It is important to note that this document does not
constitute a Neighbourhood Development Plan, but
rather sets out recommendations on how to improve
the area around Grove Park Station.

Ultimately, the workshop outputs will feed into more
detailed proposals as how to improve the Grove Park
area.

6 Prince’s FounDation Project Report
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SECTION 2 CONTEXT

A summary on the area’s history, local planning context
and a broad list of issues observed during site visits is
presented as follows.
HISTORY of Grove Park

PLANNING Policy Tools

Until the late 1970s there was little awareness
in Lewisham and even in Grove Park that
there was anything of historical interest in

There is little area specific planning policy for
smaller centres like Grove Park in place and
indeed many of the traffic, public realm and
bridge structure issues fall outside traditional
land-use planning policy.

the area around Grove Park station.
There is now general awareness within the Grove
Park Community Group that Grove Park’s heritage
is deserving of a higher profile. It was the discovery
of a Great War postcard of the former workhouse/
hospital that led the Grove Park Community Group
to intensive research and exhibitions, culminating
in 1982 in the first published history of the district.
Downham Estate is representative of large housing
estates built during the 1920s. Creating larger and
healthier suburban homes for inner city dwellers,
often inspired by the Garden City Movement, was
the chief driver of such developments.

In 2012, the production of Development
Management Plan Document (DMPD) offers
however an opportunity for local groups to influence
local planning policy. Further, the Localism Bill with
the introduction of Neighbourhood Development
Plans (NDP) and Orders (NDO) and detailed
regulation in force since April 2012 provide a
framework to address many of interlinked issues
in one statutory plan document. The DMPD, NDP,
NDO are new tools that can be utilised to improve
the vitality of Grove Park as local centre e.g. by
enabling investment.

8 Prince’s FounDation Project Report

“Grove Park is crying out for investment.
Harnessing the aspirations of the community
and working with local landowners will be
key to unlocking change”
heidi alexander, mp East Lewisham
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2.1 HISTORY of PLACE & PEOPLE

200 years of GROVE PARK

Grove Park has had a rich and
varied past with strands of rural,
industrial, military, housing and
transport history.
from 1800 to 1900
Until the 1870s the area was mainly farmland. One of the farms,
GROVE FARM, which dated from 1814 or even earlier, gave its
name to the district. It was sold for housing in the late 1860s.
The large farmhouse had thirteen rooms and became Grove
House in the community. Another farm was CLAYPIT which was
of a similar date but it only functioned until the 1880s. From
1941 a part of the area was occupied by DOWN DRIVE PIG &
POULTRY FARM for a few years. The area is now covered by
the Marbrook flats and .the gardens of the houses of Chinbrook
Road and Marvels Lane. DURHAM FARM which dated from
1849 was largely a dairy farm with the farmhouse adjoining the
Quaggy in Marvels Lane. It was quite intense and continued
until the early 1920s when it was acquired by the City of London.
Today, there is no evidence of any of the farms. SYDENHAM
COTTAGES in Marvels Lane were built for agricultural
labourers, some in the 1860s and others in the 1890s. Originally
there were eleven cottages but the oldest ones have not survived.
Grove Park Railway Station
The railway came through the district in the 1860s but Grove Park
did not exist in name or reality until the opening of the railway
station in 1871. The original entrance to the station was where
platform 1 was later built. In 1878 the branch line to Bromley North
was built. In 1902, the railway was widened from two to four tracks
and the station was re-built with a new entrance on the bridge
in Baring Road. There is little evidence of the original station. A
community gradually followed with the building of a number of
large villa-type houses in Baring Road and Chinbrook Road while

there were some shops to the south of the
station. Nearly all of the original houses
have disappeared but two houses from 1880
have survived in Chinbrook Road and are
probably the oldest buildings in Grove Park.

Baring Hall Hotel
In 1882, a public house, the Baring
Hall Hotel was added to the cluster of
shops which adjoined the station. It
was constructed to the designs of the
distinguished architect Ernest Newton. An
attractive building that was later neglected
and disfigured, it was closed in 2009
following a small fire, although the damage
was superficial It was locally listed in 2011
by Lewisham Council, who also made an
Article 4 direction removing permitted
develepment rights which would otherwise
allow the demolition of the building
without the need for planning permission.

BURNT ASH METHODIST CHURCH
In 1883 Burnt Ash Methodist Church was
opened in Burnt Ash Hill. A second larger
building in a semi-Gothic style was opened
in 1928 next to the original. In 1935
adjoining land was purchased for a new
hall but it was not built until 1965. All three
buildings have survived and are well-used
and maintained.

St Augustine’s Church
St Augustine’s was built in 1886 to the
designs of Charles Bell and was enlarged
in 1912. The Belgian-crafted reredos is
particulary attractive. The Anglican church
has always played a major part in the
life of the community. After the railway

was opened, the community gradually
expanded over the ensuing forty years, later
houses being more modest. In the 1890s,
the celebrated writer EDITH NESBIT and
her husband Hubert Bland lived in the big
house, Three Gables, in Baring Road for
five years. The characters in her book The
Railway Children were in part based on her
and local children. Many years later, the
footpath from Baring Road to the bridge
across the railway was named after the book.
(see photo 4)

GroVe PARK WORKHOUSE
The Grove Park Workhouse is in Marvels
Lane was one of the last of these institutions
to be built in the British Isles. It was
for the Greenwich Board of Guardians
which could not expand its local site.
The foundation stone was laid in 1899
while in 1900 the designs of the architect
Thomas Dinwiddy were displayed at the
Great International Exhibition in Paris.
The buildings were completed in 1902 but
by this time Greenwich no longer wanted
them. It was however very attractive and
was even criticised as being too palatial
for paupers.It was opened in 1904 but it
was always under-occupied. Much of the
activity of the residents was the breaking up
of stones for roads but it did not achieve
the notoriety of some workhouses while
the local community gave support to the
unfortunate inmates. In 1914, the complex
was taken over by the Army Service Corps
as a mobilisation and training centre for
the motor transport section of the Army
Service Corps, the workhouse inmates being
expelled to other institutions in South
London.

Grove PArk 1894

PHOTO COMMENT
LOREM IPSUM DECORUM
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2.1 (cont.) HISTORY of PLACE & PEOPLE

200 years of GROVE PARK

Great War
During the GREAT WAR, over 200,000 men passed through
Grove Park. Officers were billeted in the big houses while the
troops went under canvas in Grove Park Road. The streets
were filled with buses, lorries and other vehicles while courses
were conducted in driving and vehicle maintenance. There is
no evidence today of this huge military presence other than
the hundreds of postcard photographs which the troops sent
to their families. The deaths of local residents serving in the
military are recorded on the war memorial in St Augustine’s
Church, although few were in the ASC. In 1919 the workhouse
complex which included large kitchen gardens and Mottingham
Hall, was purchased by the Metropolitan Asylums Board to be
a TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAL but it was not opened until
1926. Important work was carried out in the hospital in the fight
against TB. From the 1950s, there was also general thoracic
surgery until 1977 when the hospital became a residence for
people with learning difficulties. It was closed in 1993 after
which the ward blocks and chapel were demolished to be
replaced by houses. At the instance of the community, the
attractive frontage on Marvels Lane was retained together with
the main administration building. These were converted for
social housing, although a section was retained by the NHS for
a clinic. In 2011, the buildings were locally listed by Lewisham
Council.
The Downham Estate
After the Great War, there was a huge backlog of housing.
Initially this was addressed by the London County Council which
purchased a large track of farmland that lay between Baring
Road and Bromley Road. Named after Lord DOWNHAM, a
former President of the Local Government Board, building of
the estate began in 1924 and was completed in 1930. “Dwellings
at Downham met Garden City standards - standards which
were endorsed by the Ministry of Health between the wars as
the official guidelines for local authority housebuilding. They
included many luxuries which nineteenth century planners
could barely have envisaged: a living room which was sun-lit;
14 Prince’s FounDation Project Report

gas or electricity; hot and cold running
water; large gardens; baths; a cooker
or range; and the all-important indoor
lavatory.”(www.ideal-homes.org.uk/casestudies/downham-estate/4 ) Downham
Way was built as the central road through
the estate. Many of the 6,000 houses
and flats were sold to the tenants while
the others have been vested in housing
associations. Lewisham also became
involved in providing affordable housing
for rent and in 1926 purchased a tract
of farmland at the southern end of the
district. Building of the GROVE PARK
ESTATE of over 500 houses and flats was
completed in 1929 while at the same time
MARVELS LANE SCHOOL was opened
by the by the LCC.
LCC Tram
In 1928 the LCC tramway system from
Catford was extended the length of
Downham Way to a terminus facing Grove
Park station. A plan to extend the tram
system along Baring Road was authorised
but never implemented. When the trams
were withdrawn in 1952, a bus station was
built on land between the railway and
St.Augustine’s Church. Several Downham
roads such as Pendragon and Launcelot
were named after the legends of King
Arthur and his knights. There is no
evidence today of the tram system.

CHINBROOK MEADOWS
The public park began in 1929 as a small
recreation ground for the children of the
new Grove Park Estate, the opening being
performed by the Lord Mayor of London.
As late as the early 1930s, cows were still
being grazed in the adjoining meadows
when Lewisham decided to purchase the
land. A developer also attempted to buy
it but it was acquired by Lewisham for a
public park. It was opened by another
Lord Mayor of London in 1937. Its
features include the Tutu Peace Garden.
DEPTFORD CEMETERY
The Cemetery at the end of Marvels Lane
was opened in 1935 for the Borough of
Deptford which required more space for
burials. At its opening, its arrangement
was described as beautiful by the Mayor of
Deptford. For some years it had a nursery
where young trees were looked after until
ready to adorn Deptford’s streets. It is still
very attractive Grade II listed park and
garden.( Ref: www.helm.org.uk/upload/
pdf/registered-cemeteries-list-jan-11.pdf)

LLC Tram Service
on Downham Way

Grove Park Community Design Workshop
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2.1 (cont.) HISTORY of PLACE & PEOPLE

200 years of GROVE PARK

NAPIER HOUSE

PEOPLE And Places OF GROVE PARK

This large building in Baring Road was constructed in 1938
for the Territorial Army. It was opened by the Lord Mayor of
London on 20th January 1939. It is still in use but on occasions it
is used for community functions.

GROVE PARK’S FAMOUS
Many local historians have
been guilty of focusing too
much on the rich and famous
in their districts. That mistake
has not been made in the
published histories of Grove
Park. Nevertheless the visitor
should be reminded that the
children’s writer Edith Nesbit
lived in Baring Road for five
years in the 1890s while the
celebrated cricketer W G Grace
lived just over the border
in Mottingham, playing his
penultimate match in Grove
Park against a Grove Park team
in 1914 (9). Some successful
businessmen lived in Grove
Park such as Frank Bowater

GROVE PARK LIBRARY
The library was built as a temporary structure in 1953.
It was opened by Herbert Morrison MP who had been a
senior government minister during the war. It was deemed
as temporary as there were still plans to build a major road
extension from Whitefoot Lane across the railway to Jevington
Way and the A20.
STRATFIELD HOUSE
The flats on the site of Edith Nesbit’s former house, Three
Gables, were built for the Police in the late-1960s. They later
became privately owned.
QUAGGY
The Quaggy has always been a central feature of the geography
of the district. On occasions it has flooded adjoining low land.
When the railway came through the district in the 1860s, the
Quaggy was culverted beneath the railway embankment. In 1934,
it was moved from a position adjoining Sydenham Cottages while
a new bridge in Marvels Lane was constructed. In the mid-1930s
it was culverted where Chinbrook Meadows became a public
park. In the 1970s the culverts were deepened in an attempt
to prevent flooding. In 2002, its course through Chinbrook
Meadows was changed to a more natural flow.

of paper fame, William Le
Lay and the manufacturers of
Amoa chemicals and Grip-fix
paste. u
In the early 1970s, Desmond
Tutu who lived in Chinbrook
Road assisted with services at
ST AUGUSTINE’S CHURCH
and other parish work until
1975 when he returned to
South Africa, later becoming
Archbishop of Cape Town.

The Nature Reserve & Tutu Peace Pole
In 1984, a Nature Reserve was opened on land adjoining
Edith Nesbit’s former house in Baring Road. In 2008 the
nature reserve was correctly named to Grove Park. In 2009
the metal peace pole was erected to celebrate the visit of
Arch Bishop Desmund Tutu, followed by an audio guide in
2011.

staute of the train inspector or the old
gentleman, as the start of the journey
to the railway children walk
16 Prince’s FounDation Project Report
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2.2 Existing Planning POlicy
6

The Spatial Strategy

Figure 6.1 Lewisham’s Core Strategy Key Diagram

Grove Park is an
‘Area of Stability and
Managed Change’
in the Adopted Core
Strategy, June 2011.
Planning Policies
The main planning policies for Lewisham
are contained in the Council’s Core
Strategy. This document was adopted June
2011 and sets out the vision, objectives,
strategy and policies that will guide public
and private sector investment to manage
the development and regeneration in
the borough until 2026. This high a
level document, it does not give specific
guidance on Grove Park. It does however
classify the area as an “Area of Stability
and Managed Change”. In these areas,
the Council wants to ensure that any
new development protects or enhances
the quality of Lewisham’s character and
historic significance. It also wants to
ensure the retention and protection of
shopping areas that contribute to local
day-to-day retail needs and employment,
and seek improvements to the walking
and cycling environment, in order to
improve access to local services and public
transport provision.

Areas of Stability and
Managed Change
Areas of Stability and Managed Change
are not projected to see much new
development. Of all the new homes to
be built in Lewisham, more than three
quarters are projected to be built in
the Regeneration and Growth Areas of
Deptford, New Cross, and Lewisham and
Catford town centres. The majority of
the projected development is envisaged
in areas known as District and Local
Hubs such as Sydenham and Hither
Green. In the other areas, such as Grove
Park, residential development will be
smaller scale, respecting the surrounding
residential character, and is mostly limited
to household extensions.

Dirty pave

The Council is currently preparing
this document and will be consulting
stakeholders such as the Grove Park
Community Group and residents on the
first draft later in 2012. As this document
will provide more detailed planning
policies and will used by planning officers
to make planning decisions in the local
area, it is important that the Grove Park
community uses its voice when they are
consulted on this document.

Influencing Policy

Grove Park

Underneath the strategic level of the Core
Strategy will be another policy document
called the Development Management
Development Plan Document. This
document will give detailed policies on
how the planning department will assess
planning applications. Issues that may be
covered by this document are:
Loss of pubs
Change of use of shops;

Key Diagram: Adopted Core Strategy
Lewisham Council

Conversion of houses to flats;
Extensions to houses, etc.
44 Core Strategy Adopted Version
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“Not a wonderful vista but the
work of Ernest Newton on the
much altered corner building
(Harris) is still discernible”
John King, Grove Park Community Group
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2.3 Grove Park LOCAL CENTRE

Initial Observations

Grove Park - A
Junction; a Bridge; or
a Local Neighbourhood
Centre?
Who’s using the Area?
Grove Park Station area is a local centre
used by over 1.8m rail passengers a year,
in addition to a significant number of bus
passengers and users of local services from
the surrounding residential neighbourhoods
of Grove Park and Downham Estate
(Grove Park and Downham wards).

Underperformance of the area

Despite its location and levels of activity, it
is evident that the full potential of the area
has not been realised. This is largely caused
by the poor quality of the environment
along the east side of Baring Road, which
is blighting the overall attractiveness of the
centre as a retail /community / economic/
service focal point for the many daily users.

Development opportUnities
Vacated/boarded up Baring Hall
Hotel including unused surface
carpark (article 4 protection,
locally listed)
1960s shopping parade along
the bridge with three empty
premises and of generally poor
appearance.
A number of Underused Sites
owned by Network Rail, TfL and
Lewisham Council.
20 Prince’s FounDation Project Report

observations:
Grove Park local centre is located at the
periphery of both Lewisham and Bromley
Borough.
There is an apparent lack of area-specific
planning and place policies for the area.
There is an unresolved issue related to a
leaking water main attached to the railway
bridge, with structural implication. They
are currently ‘managed’ by temporary road
barriers to reduce further stress to the bridge
structure. Thames Water and Network Rail
have had discussions, however, it is clear that
this needs resolving before a significant lond
term investment into public or private realm
could be justified.

The change occurring in the retail mix
suggests both a downward trend (e.g. new
charity shop, many takeaways and generally
lower end retail offer) and an upward trend
with opportunities to increase dwelltime,
footfall and vibrancy (e.g. the new Sainsburys
Local acts as an anchor at the northern end
of the 1960s shopping parade and there a
range of independent shops south of the main
junction).
There appears to be the potential for quick
improvements around functionality and
safety of the traffic lights sequencing (traffic
management measures and pedestrian crossing
synchronisation).
There is very little provision for nonresidential, short or long term parking.

The average traffic speed observed during a
daytime site visit appears to be considerably
higher than one would expect in a local centre,
particularly considering the high numbers
of pedestrians and the scale/massing of the
buildings fronting the main junction.

There is no notable provision for bicycle
parking outside the station area.

There is a great pressure on the junctions near
the station from road traffic but in the absence
of alternative routes, it is difficult to see how
this could be eased.

The development potential of the bus depot
site could be explored.

Reported issues of pedestrian overcrowding,
poor bus journey time reliability and traffic
queuing during peak hours.

The eastern side of the junction may provide
some lessons in how to ‘humanise’ the western
side.

There is a large stretch of allotments adjoining
the railway. The members of the Lee & District
Land club may be interested in exploring the
idea of a local food market which could bring
back life into the area in front of the 1960s
shops on the bridge.

“Salus populi suprema est lex”

Cluttered and uncoordinated public realm
interventions and public realm management
issues.
The fragmented and undefined series of spaces
which include the bus station, the access to
the train care depot and the petrol station may
offer opportunities for better use of limited in
the future.

Station Forecourt looking North: on a busy Weekday evening
Station Forecourt looking South: The Spaces on the Grove Park
WarD Side are in good shape.

“The welfare of the people is the first great law”
Cicero; motto on Coat of Arms London Borough of lewisham,
Grove Park Community Design Workshop
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SECTION 3 Community Planning & Design Events

Forging Local Partnerships: In the months leading up
to the workshop pre-meetings and site visits were held
with representatives of the Grove Park Community
Group, the London Borough of Lewisham and local
Councillors.
The Public Planning and
Design events were, with over 50
participants on both evenings,
well attended and interactive.
They included several local
councillors, local businesses, the
Member of Parliament and the
Mayor of Lewisham.

The community planNing and design event started in the afternoon of the 9 February with members of
the local community and the Prince’s Foundation team setting up a pop-up shop in one of the empty retail
units on the bridge parade. The Initiative Was enabled by Terry Buckland, representing the Bank managing
the 1960s Shop pingParade.
With the help of local historian John King, a window display was created, showing the history of Grove
Park whilst other members of the team visited local shops and businesses asking for their best ideas on
how the Grove Park area could be improved.
22 Prince’s FounDation Project Report

A good understanding of the
community group’s objectives
for the community planning
event informed the experts
invited and the agenda proposed
for the event. However, the
purposeful preparations,
publicity and communications
triggered a substantial number of
conversations between the various
stakeholders both prior and

subsequent to the Community
Planning and Design Events.
These strengthened relationships
form an important part of the
legacy this process aimed to
achieve.
Publicity activities included the
production and distribution of A5
flyers in the local area, meetings
with local businesses/landowners/
agents, committee meetings,
email invitations, website up-dates
and local newspaper articles. The
sessions focused conversations on
what could be done to improve
Grove Park. The quality of
conversations is reflected in the
great range and detail of shared

Attendance

short and long term actions and
documented on pages 45 to 49 of
this report.
The stakeholder invited workshop
day was held in the community
group’s centre and consisted of
technical presentations, site visits
and hands-on design sessions
informed by the ideas collected
the day and evening before.

Community Building in action: Capturing Local Knowledge and
igniting COnversations Over a Cup of tea

An internal Prince’s Foundation
team workshop focused on the
preparation of the presentation
during the public session in the
evening of the same day.

Grove Park Community Design Workshop
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SECTION 3.1 OPEN Planning and Design EVENING

The open planning and design evening took place on Thursday 9th
February 2012 at the Ringway Centre. The community was welcomed
by the Chair of the Grove Park Community group and the Prince’s
Foundation who explained the purpose of the workshop and provided an
introduction to neighbourhood planning.
Local historian John King gave an
informative and inspiring history
of Grove Park and Downham.
Just before the interactive part
of the evening started a surprise
delivery of food arrived as a
free gift to the community from
the local Nepalese restaurant,
Kamana.

green dot
Which part of Grove Park Station
Area feels safe and cared for?
RED DOT
Which part of Grove Park Station
Area feels abandoned and/ or
unloved?
24 Prince’s FounDation Project Report

Delighted about the supplied
food and beverages participants
put their best ideas to improve
Grove Park on sticky cards and
affixed them on A0 boards. The
ideas generated and shared form
part of the design brief, detailed
and worked through during the
stakeholder design workshop over
the the following days.
This exercise was followed by a
second interactive session where

participants were asked to affix
either a green or red dot on
an enlarged map of the area
to show Which part of Grove

Park Station Area feels safe
and cared for (green dot)
and which part of Grove Park
Station Area feels abandoned
and/ or unloved (red dot).

At about 9.00pm the community
were thanked for the lively
discussion and their willingness to
share this great range of thoughts
and ideas generated throughout
the evening and documented by
the large. The participants were
invited to return in the evening
Monday 13th February to discuss
how the various suggestions could
be translated into short and long
term aspirations for Grove Park.

Where do you Live? Sample of where Participants in the
Open Planning and Design Evenings live.

Grove Park Community Design Workshop
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SECTION 3.2 STakeholder Design Workshop

The right Mix of People makes Great Results!

DESIGN WORKSHOP ATTENDANCE: 41 invited/27 Attended + 5 Foundation STAFF

Andrew Molloy
Castlebarn, Bexleyheath

George Saumarez Smith,
Prince’s Foundation

Julie Dye TfL, East
Manager

Stephen Kenny, Grove
Park Community Group

Angela Koch
Prince’s Foundation

Helen Ball, Engagement for
London Audiences

Lee Foster, Police

Brian Seager
Thames Water

Iftikhar Ahmed, Harris
Chemists

Mark Ingleby, Grove Park
Nature Reserve

Terry Buckland,
representing the Bank
managing the 1960s
Shop ping Parade

Chris Blake

James Hulme,
Prince’s Foundation

Michael Belben
The Eagle, Farringdon

Tim Williams, TfL
Borough Programme

Michael Hill, Grove Park
Community Group

Tom Henry
Lewisham Council

Peter Stunell,
Lewisham Council

Ufoma Atuwumuo,
Thames Water

Barrie Anderson
Cllr Christine, Allison
Grove Park Constituency
Cllr Julia Fletcher, Downham
Ward Constituency
Cllr Liam Curran Lewisham
Chair Sustainability
Cllr Suzannah Clarke,
Grove Park Constituency
David Hignett,
Network Rail/ Commercial
Scheme Sponsor

Jeremy Caulton,
Prince’s Foundation
Jim Hennessy, Ex Operations
Manager, Thames Water
John Dales,
Prince’s Foundation
John King,Grove Park
Community Group

PCSO Ahmed Nadori,
Police
Dr.Richard Hobday,
Health Expert

Jonathan Roberts, JRC Ltd.

Sebastian Knox,
Prince’s Foundation

Joost Van Well,
Council

Simon Moss,
Lewisham Council

Lewisham

.

Over 30 participants engaged in an interactive design workshop day. The
group was charged with developing long and short term improvement
proposals for the area around Grove Park Station and Baring Hall.
Representatives from various stakeholders attended, including a number
of senior officers from Lewisham Council and staff from Network Rail and
TfL.
The many ideas, provided at the Public Open Planning and Design Evening, were discussed
and assessed by the the participants bringing their expertise in delivering such improvements to
bear. The morning of the workshop day was further enriched by inspiring presentations and a
walkabout in unusually snowy conditions. Fast forward, the following thematic groups formed
during the course of the workshop day.
Group 1: NEXT 12 MONTHS IMprovements
Group 2: Movement & Public Realm
Group 3: Buildings and Private LandS
Group 4: BAring Hall Hotel Options
Group 5: The Bridge Structure

Group 4 and 5 were set up on the day. Both, in response to the emerging need to address some specific
issues with critical impact, while having a good representation of key stakeholders around the table.
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3.2.1 Group 1: ‘Next 12 Months Improvements’

MANY THINGS CAN BE DONE NOW!

This group focused on those aspects of improving Grove Park that are
inexpensive, quick in delivery terms and enable local people and groups,
that take action, to improve the look and feel of their area. The full list
of collected ideas forms part of actions shown on page 44 and 49 of this
report. This section highlights selected key improvements discussed in more
detail by the group.
Celebrate!
Pop-up Barbeque in underused
spaces
Jubilee Celebrations at
Chinbrook Meadows
MOVEMENT/PUBLIC REALM
IMPROVED PEDESTRIAN
Crossing OUTSIDE station (E.G.
’COUNTDOWN’, Road markings)
CLEAR IN/OUT SIGNAge For
Shopping Parade Car PArk
GENERAL DE-CLUTTERING

Entering the local Area into
the National Competition
USE RAILWAY SLEEPERS TO CREATE
PLANTERS
TidYing Up/ Lick of Paint
Tidy up Building Facades and
Start an Initiative to improve
Shop Fronts and CARE FOR
Public Realm
PAINT the STATION INterior/
MURAL ON RAILWAY Children
THEME

Marketing & Information
public toilet could be replaced INformation Posters on the
or incorporated into a
History of the Local Area
designed kiosk (similar to
USing the blank walls in the
outside lewisham bus station)
Station For Marketing and
Grove Park in Bloom 2012
USE Revenues FOR Local AREA
greening underused land
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RECOMmENDED NEXT ACTION...
Coordinate existing local groups
& businesses to initiate hands on
project-based working parties and
celebrations!

IMPROVEMENTS

Gro
veP
ar

I love GROVE PARK
Set up an ‘I LOVE GROVE PARK’
Blog or Website
Work with the Businesses on
HOW TO increase Dwelltime and
Local spending

k

WWW.LOVEGROVEPARK.ORG

?

Festival of Lights Using Baring
HAll Hotel and Shopping
Parade as Canvas
SET UP HISTORY TOURS e.G.
Develop a ‘TUTU’ Trail
railway children walk
nature reserve
Conduct Mapping STUdies
Map Places to sit and Unwind
Map Functionality of street

Grove Park Community Design Workshop
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3.2.2 Group 2: Movement & PUBlic Realm

Improving the Grove Park Station Experience

Recommended next action...
Set up a series of meetings
with Network Rail discussing
implementation details.

There are already 1.8m annual trips to and from Grove Park Station.
Improving the dismal ‘arrival experience’ will therefore benefit large
numbers of people from day 1. The key drivers for this low cost/high impact
change include a) the unnecessarily convoluted walking route through the
ticket hall; b) the historic photos showing different entrance arrangements;
c) the opportunity for a better station retail offer; d) an up-coming lease
expiry; and e) the need for seating at the bus stop and in the station hall.
AIM
The overall Aim is to create a
pleasant Arrival, departure
and interchange Experience
for Station and Bus Users
alike, supported by An
attractive and commercially
viable retail Offer.

STATION forecourt Proposals
P01 widen footway to the
outside edge of the bus/
loading bay and re-provide
this bay within the ‘footway’.
Doing this for bus bays is less
common than for parking/
loading bays, but It has been
done elsewhere in London.
P02 improve crossing facilities
by widening the footway
on the baring hall corner
and introducing ‘pedestrian
countdown’.
P03 provide SOME perch Seating
under canopy for passengers
Waiting at Bus stop.

ticket Hall Proposals
P04 create street access
directly in line with AcCess
way between ticket Hall
and PlatForms - improves
legibility and avoids the need
for passengers to navigate
around the cash machine box
P05 IMPROVED station FACADE:
three NEW ENtranceS,
improved canopy AND
Coodinated shop fronts
P06 Use of GlasS for doors,
canopy and access routes to
platforms - maximising visual
links with street and daylight
exposure.
P07 New Shop unit, Accessed
from the Street and the ticket
Hall.
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This is one of the most complex
public realm improvement
challenges that I’ve ever been
involved with.
John Dales Traffic Engineer and Public Realm Expert

PHOTO COMMENT
LOREM IPSUM DECORUM
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3.2.3 Group 2: Movement & PUBlic Realm

Getting the Balance Right: Step by SteP!

The opportunities for improvements to the pedestrian environment of the
Grove Park Local Centre pivot around answers to one principal question:
What is the preferred balance between ease of movement for pedestrians,
cyclists, buses and general traffic?
The principal challenge

The RecoMMENDED STRATEGY

Traffic signal controls in the centre have
recently been ‘optimised’ by the Council/TfL to
minimise queues.

If it could speak for itself, Grove Park Centre
would ask for a better balance between vehicles
to pedestrians.

Despite this, there are still significant queues on all
approach arms at peak periods. However, providing
more capacity for pedestrians within the Baring
Road/Downham Way/Chinbrook Road signal
system would be at the expense of general traffic
capacity and increase traffic queue lengths. Options
for vehicular traffic trying to cross the railway line
in this part of London are limited and alternative
routes are themselves congested at present. Hence,
there is no win/win solution when looking at
pedestrian and vehicular traffic needs in Grove Park.

Being easier, safer and more pleasant to move
around on foot would make the centre a more
attractive and healthy place, one in which more
people would also choose to stay for a while, not
just move through. The timescales involved in
fixing the bridge structure are a major barrier
to the transformation of the public realm in the
short term. A credible programme of improvement
measures - a ‘continuum of intervention’ - is
recommended which works towards Grove Park
being a thriving Local Neighbourhood Centre.

Grove Park Community Design Workshop
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3.2.4 Group 2: Movement & PUBlic Realm

the first steps: ‘Better GROVE PARK’

A realistic start in this highly complex environment: Delivering small change is
still a sizeable challenge. This strategy seeks to make appreciable improvements
in the local centre experience through a co-ordinated and comprehensive
package of relatively modest individual measures. Key proposals include:
p08 Reconfiguring

signal controls
to allow signalised pedestrian
crossings of all arms of both the
Downham way and Chinbrook
road junctions with Baring Road
and to control traffic flow to
reduce sharp vehicle acceleration.
This measure would have some
negative consequences for traffic
queuing on all approach roads.

p09 De-signalisation

of the
Pullman Mews arm of the Baring
Road/Downham Way junction,
allowing the east-side footway
to be reconstructed to form
an unbroken pedestrian route
between the station and Burnt
Ash Lane. No level changes and
no waiting for green man. The few
vehicles crossing the footway as if
Pullman Mews were a driveway.

PHOTO COMMENT
LOREM IPSUM DECORUM
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p10 Pedestrian

Countdown’
technology to be installed at the
Baring Road arm crossing directly
outside the station entrance
– giving pedestrians back the
confidence lost when the refuge
island was lost.
Modest pavement widening on
the Baring Hall corner, along with
better signs and lines to guide
vehicles into the appropriate
traffic lanes. The corner would
need to be reinforced as it would
be likely to experience regular
over-running by large vehicles.

P11

P12 Widen

the footway on the east
side of Baring Road to the outside
edge of the existing stop-and-shop
parking bays, then re-provide
the same amount of parking in
specially-formed bays within this
widened ‘footway’.

Recommended Next Action...
Encourage The Council,TfL
and Network Rail to
commission a Pedestrian
Environment Review &
Valuing Urban Realm exercise.

P13 New

street trees in Downham
Way plus trees in large ‘seating
planters’ adjacent to the ‘parade’
parking bays.
P14 Re-surfacing

the west-side
footway on Baring Road. Probably
just a uniform asphalt layer in
the short term. removal of the
‘temporary’ concrete barriers.
Re-working of the whole
‘parade’ space, on a ‘shared
surface’/market square basis to
strike an appropriate balance
between movement on foot and
vehicle movement/parking.
Materials subject to physical
constraints of bridge structure.
removal of the concrete bollards.

P15

P16 A new, publicly-accessible
‘town centre car park’ –
maximum stay 2 hours – to be
provided in the old Baring Hall
private car park.
Grove Park Community Design Workshop
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3.2.5 Group 3: Buildings/Private Land incorporated Strategy 2

2022: ‘grove park central’ - A Thriving Neighbourhood centre

24

25

This longer term vision assumes that there will be scope for a genuine
transformation over the next decade. This would be enabled by
improvements to the bridge structure and by the redevelopment of key sites.
Principal proposals are:
The shopping parade is now
called ‘Edith Nesbit Parade’. With
the bridge raft strengthened,
the parade is fully redeveloped
with a significant increase in
floorspace/active frontage; energy
efficient and beautifully built;
a well used public square with
limited amount of car parking;
seating; public art/landscaping;
possible repositioning of corner
building lined up with view from
Chinbrook Road.

P17

23

18

19

24

17
20

21

22

Baring Hall Hotel is
refurbished with new residents/
workshops/mix of uses and car
park making it a destination to
meet and socialise locally.

p18

PHOTO COMMENT
LOREM IPSUM DECORUM
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P19 The station ticket hall and bus
interchange offer a great arrival
and waiting experience with new
shops, benches to rest on and lots
of natural light. An interactive
digital information terminal
provides interesting insights
into Grove Park’s history and
amenities.

Grove Park Local Centre feels
like a small town centre where
people and cars move equitably
and safely alongside one another.
Traffic moves slowly over raised
pedestrian crossings.

P20

P21 The bus terminus is a well lit
and busy, with a public toilets
close to the shops and offices, the
recycling/energy centre and the
new car park.

There is a Local Energy and
Recycling Centre accessible by car
and bike providing local jobs and
a maintenance service around
renewable energy technologies.

P22

A new car park providing for
short stays is particularly busy on
the days when the farmers’ market
is held.

P23

Network Rail has installed
solar panels making use of the
vast amounts of well-orientated
roof space, both on the depot and
station platform canopies. The
generated energy is fed into the
Local Energy Centre and

P24

P25 New buildings provide homes
near the centre and make use of
some currently under-used land.
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3.2.6 SUB GROUP: Baring HALL OPTIONS

A new lease of Life for Baring Hall Hotel

Landowner AppealS
Refusal of Planning AppLICATION

The break out group looked at the next steps necessary for the preservation
and commercially viable re-use of the Baring Hall Hotel. Local people are
passionate about this Victorian gem situated right at the heart of the Local
Centre. Its future is nothing short of critical for reviving Grove Park’s
soul. An appeal against the refusal of planning permission was lodged by
the developer on the 29th of February.
THE FUTURE OF BARING HALL HOTEL
The council refused planning
permission in August 2011 for the
demoltion of the Baring Hall Hotel
and redevelopment of the site as
new residential accomodation.
Following this decision, in order
that the landowner could not
proceed with the demolition of the
building - which would not normally
require planning permission - an
Article 4 direction was applied by
the Council on the site in order to
remove the landowner’s permitted
development rights in this regard.
The landowner has a couple of weeks
from the time of writing this report
to appeal the Council’s refusal of
planning permission to the Planning
Inspectorate, who will decide whether
the proposed development should be
allowed or the refusal upheld.
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However, if the landowner does not
submit an appeal, the community
should in the first instance engage
with them in order to ascertain their
appetite to reopen the pub, perhaps
with community/educational uses
above and a mixed uses on the
adjacent car park . It is anticipated
that the land owner has little interest
in this. If the landowner is amenable
to selling the pub, the first option
is the open market, where several
operators have indicated interest in
purchasing. Another option is for
the pub to be acquired by a Building
Preservation Trust or similar vehicle.
If the refusal of planning permission
is challenged at appeal, there is an
immediate risk that the Planning
Inspectorate may decide in favour
of the applicant and against the

Council and permit the development
to go ahead, thereby allowing the
demolition the Baring Hall Hotel.
Faced with the threat of an appeal
being lodged, the community should:
Appeal for spot listing, to English
Heritage and write to the Secretary
of State for Culture, Olympics, Media
and Sport.
Make representations on the
building’s significance to the
Planning Inspectorate, as part of the
appeal process;
Launch a media campaign;

Recommended Next Action...
Appeal for spot listing, to
English Heritage and write to the
Secretary of State for Culture,
Olympics, Media and Sport.

Demonstrate local public support for
the building’s retention.

Grove Park Community Design Workshop
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3.2.7 SUB GROUP: BRIDGE STRUCTURE

OWNERSHIP AND RESPONSIBILITIES
(Network Rail)
During the Stakeholder Design Workshop, a break-out group formed with
representation of Network Rail, Lewisham Council, Thames Water and
the agent, currently managing the 1960s shopping parade.
The group was tasked with clarifying ownership and responsibilities of the bridge structure. This is a key
step toward in tackling the needed investment agreement, repairs and improvements of the various parts of
the 1960s part of the bridge structure.

The Road Bridge

The land below the bridge which
supports the bridge structure is
owned by Network Rail.
The bridge structure up to and
including the deck is owned and
maintained by Network Rail.
The road and pavement treatment is
owned and maintained by Lewisham
Council.
Street furniture is owned and
maintained by Lewisham Council.
The Shopping Parade on the Bridge

AGREED NEXT ACTION... This group
agreed to meet regularly to develop
a strategy and implementation plan
to improve the condition of the
bridge structure. Check on Updates
and Progress.
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Is owned by Network Rail and leased
to an outside party. That lease has
then been sold to a third party who
now has gone into administration
and the parade is now managed by a
bank.

Maintenance of the shop structure
and the bridge falls to the lease
holder (not the tenants of the shops).
The look of the occupied shops will
depend on the terms of the lease they
hold with the leaseholder. None of
the forecourt falls into the adopted
highway area so the look of that area
and the parking is the leaseholder’s
responsibility.
THE INFILL STRUCTURE

The infill structure consists in the
main the footpath area and below,
located between the baring Road and
the car parking area.

THE STATION

The station and the adjacent shops,
the 3 units to the right of the station
are managed by Network Rail
Property department. The units in
the station entrance and to the right
of the station are operated by the
Train Operator.
‘CAR WASH Area’

This is Network Rail property and
used by a tenant. Network Rail is
looking to establish the current use
of the site. Any use of this area by
a tenant would be determined by
access.

This is the section that is in dispute
between Network Rail and the
leaseholder. The surfacing on
this section forms part of adopted
highway - this needs to be confirmed
by Lewisham Council.
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“After tonight, I’ll never pass
through Grove Park again without
thinking of the Railway Children.”
Sir Steve Bullock Executive Mayor of Lewisham

SECTION 3.3 Public Evening Session

We returned to the Ringway Centre for the Public Evening Session with
recommended proposals at hand for discussion. A slide show presentation
covering the engagement and design process was given, setting out the
recommended priorities for improving Grove Park and some proposals as
to what these may look like.
A vision for Grove Park in 2022

Short term And Strategic Proposals

The shops on the bridge are
redeveloped, a reconfigured bus
station and a restored Baring Hall
Hotel are at the heart of this vibrant
neighbourhood.

All of the suggested actions on how to improve
Grove Park, both collated during the initial
gathering and the workshop day itself, had been
grouped into more short term to more strategic
proposals, across six categories. They are presented
overleaf.

The community was asked to place either a green
or red dot on the bottom of the drawing to show
whether they on the whole supported or rejected the
vision proposed. All but one of the members of the
community present at the workshop chose to affix
a green dot on the drawing, showing the attending
individuals strong support for proposals developed
through this community planning and design
process.
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Supper & Conclusions

Sir Steve Bullock, Executive Mayor of
LewiSham, provided an inspired Response to
the presented Proposals to improve Grove
Park

The local Nepalese restaurant kindly provided a
further gift of delightful supper welcomed by all
participants while the evening’s proceedings and
discussions on the future of Grove Park were lively
and inspiring with contributions from a broad
range of stakeholders including Lewisham Council
Planning Department and local residents.
The evening was drawn to a close by Stephen Kenny,
vice chair of the community group, by setting out
next steps in taking forward the proposals and
actions presented.
Grove Park Community Design Workshop
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3.3.2 PUBLIC EVENing SESSION: Actions

3.3.1 PUBLIC EVENing SESSION: Actions

GET Signage, Lighting And Planting RIGHT

IMPROVE Appearance and Tidiness

Dirty pavements lack of road sweepers
Thorough tidy up and clean up, including renovation and
redecoration
At the moment Grove Park looks a dump. I would like more trees,
dustbins out of sight, cycle routes, the recycle bins somewhere
out of central view, the WC more discreet, better shelters at
the bus terminus. Easier pedestrian crossing
Hide the bins!
For sale, let by, to let… all over Grove Park, left for months/
years
Get Tesco garage to repair smashed windows facing onto Baring
Road
Greater policing presence
Better street furniture
Advertising stands renovation hoarding and business as usual
signs taken down and away
Where the public convenience is an ornate signpost
Enough housing in Grove Park – make it a conservation area!
Also change it to Grove Park Village

Encourage property occupiers to keep their property clean and
tidy Offer a local volunteers service to help people clean up
their front gardens and get any large items collected
Smarten up the front of the station
The shops over the bridge should be painted, new windows + the
concrete bollards replaced sympathetically
Tesco’s need to clean up their area straighten light and put in a
new green plant area
paint the dustbins
Continuous signage on shops + less ‘street furnishing’ – e.g.
yellow lines etc.
Grove Park Station wall should be pressure washed
Create a nicer centre to attract better shops/ maximise benefits
of living in such a good location
Develop land behind bus station. Possible?
Murals in station – Nesbit theme?
Clear entrance and exit signs to parade opposite station

Improve parking arrangements and lighting
Light/ image projection onto prominent buildings
Improve street lighting around the station area. Road markings
I would like to see ‘traditional small + decorative’ street lights
reinstated, instead of the large scale, overbearing lights that
are menacing
A review of lighting at night
Investigate relocation of recycling bins
Very dark at night where the shops over the bridge. We need
another street light
No yellow street lights
Signal places of interest so Baring Road feels less like a
corridor
My best ideas to improve Grove Park are… [Julie] general
tidiness, cameras, traffic junction
Grove Park station area feels like endless traffic not a place
and has got worse

Put a pedestrian standing area back in centre of Baring Road
for those wanting to cross as they are going to or coming
from Grove Park station
If cyclists refuse to ride in the road and continually use the
pavements, then there should be a law about having bells
Need parking for cars to do shopping
Update traffic lights to allow traffic to flow freely through
Grove Park. Restore shops and lay by.
Make it clear where it’s safest to cross the roads esp. for
children.
Traffic calming on Baring Road
Remove temporary concrete barriers o/s Baring Hall
Remove brick wall near exit (cars get stuck on daily basis)
Remove guard rails on Chinbrook Road
Station: New entrance opening/Form larger shop/Depends on 7
year lease/Renewal of train operating comPANY

No parking. 1 hour restriction to be renewed after 6pm

Set up virtual Grove Park improvement website where residents
can vote on improvements they’d most like to see
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3.3.3 PUBLIC EVENING SESSION: Actions

3.3.4 PUBLIC EVENing SESSION: Actions

Transport Improvements

Greener space
Plant flowers in a pattern (Railway Children) to be seen by passing
trains
Undertake survey of all street lights and furniture and report to
Council

IMPROVING SHOPS,SERVICES AND STREETS

Paint the station so it looks less unloved Put parking bays on Burnt Ash
Lane into widened footway
Station: External redecorating/ signage/ Responsibility of train
operating company business case would need to be made as part of
wider public realm improvements.

Individual shops. No chains!
Too many take away food shops for such a small area. I think
there are about 17
No more fast food outlets – (causes litter) There are too many
now!

Plant trees and bedding plants

Baring Hotel is family pub/ restaurant/Improve station/ Reduce traffic
impact/ Improve parade forecourt

Create (reclaimed) railway sleeper planters in open areas. Get
community involvement to maintain them

Make Baring Hall into a community centre

Create logo for ‘brighter Grove Park’ campaign

Baring Hall should be a Toby or Wetherspoons – somewhere to eat, not
an all drinking pub.

Betting shop + chemist Downham Way, have a large area of
rendered wall, why not have a mosaic mural to brighten the
area

Pub needed for locals especially for trade from the train station.

Shops with their wares across the pavement

Re route traffic, pavements, type of shops

Half pub with clear windows – for people to be seen, half as a
community project.

Bring back a weekly market + fish stall

My best ideas to improve Grove Park are… [Denny] busy traffic, nice
place to eat, bit of green spaceLess traffic. Better use of local park

Better lighting on the parade of shops, redecorate the area above the
shops.

Better traffic management: need to improve the flow – less lines 8 less
waiting/ Easier parking facilities

Improve the toilet facilities – ‘tardis’ toilet opens too quickly to reveal
user in state of undress.

Improve access for disabled/ scooters (Downham Way/ Baring Road)
poor pavements

Railway station sign on Downham Way.

Smarten up the parking area – such a small area could be
cobbled

Too many take away shops.

Coffee shop with outside seating in the parade.

Box junction put way up towards shop parade

Bus stop outside railway station gets too busy – not enough room on
thje pavement, need to move the bus stop or stagger the numbers.

Shop pavement rebuild

Renovate Baring Hall as a Harvester

Integrate rail station with bus as a forecourt for people to wait for
transport

Reopen Baring Hall as family pub

1960s Shopping Parade 1: Demolition & replacement/Very complex
questions of ownership to be legally resolved/ Site currently
has a negative valueA wider variety of interesting, independent
+ cared-for shops, especially on the bridge! More shop variety,
i.e. less fried chicken

Alternate bus service
Farmers market

Zebra crossing in front of station

Pullman Mews Arm of the ‘Baring Junction’
Make quick cosmetic changes in the station – coloured vinyl, local
artwork, planting, altered lighting and/ or sound are all cheap
Harass Network Rail to remove cash machine from station waiting hall.
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Improve shop choice and market please!used to be grocers, pet,
fish, butchers – process food

We need a hardwear shop
Re: shops next to Sainsburys: Do up all the shop fronts – make
them look the same – co-ordinated rather than all different
dilapidated frontages

Improved public realm – less clutter/More flowers,
planters + trees… Britain in Bloom?/ Pedestrian crossing
island
Fewer take-away food outlets + a nice casual eating/
tea/ coffeeshop with craft stalls and artisan foods etc.
Improve shops / Improve parking/ Improve shop fronts/
Cover vacant shop windows. Quality commercial
advertising
Pull down and replace the ‘shopping’ parade/Tidy up
Baring Road parade
Change station entrance/ Improve bus stops/More trees/
Better public realm/ Knock the shops down and rebuild it
better
Improve outlook of empty shops in the parade/ Get
someone to throw away/ clean up the windows of the
parade of shops
Get local traders to offer discounts & group altogether
in a local services leaflet.
1960s Shopping Parade 2: Cosmetic improvements/
Responsibility of owner or lessee?/Relatively low cost/
high impact/Design guide for signage? Sainsbury’s to
lead?/Owner currently in administration.

My best ideas to improve Grove Park are…
Better food
A reason to stop
Area to sit
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3.3.5 PUBLIC EVENIGN SESSION: Actions

3.3.6 PUBLIC EVENing SESSION: Actions

MORE Community Facilities & Activities

A FUTURE FOR BARING HALL

Move the public toilet

Enter Britain in Bloom “Grove Park in Bloom” Spring 2012

Bus countdown + a visible clock that is synchronized with BR
time

Start a local campaign about what’s to like in your area, like I ♥
Hackney etc. Collect local views at community events

Improve foot paths in Chinbrook Road to encourage walking in
the meadows

Create ‘reading’ evenings and generate donations to renovate
area

Bench outside station

Identify places to sit and unwind out of doors in Grove Park

Nature Gym for adults – do something similar for children
incorporating neighbouring park, pond and Chinbrook

Utilize any railway signal boxes etc. to make signage for Nesbit
walks.

Queen’s Jubilee parade and carnivals in Chinbrook Meadows

Appreciation of the historic building stock that is in Grove Park
+ promotion of our heritage and stock of buildings

Possible open market behind bus terminus
Football cage at Chinbrook southside
Youth clubs and more opportunities for young people
Skate park at Chinbrook Meadows
Subsidised craft workshops in empty retail premises
Pop-up barbeque in Parade

Resolve what’s happening to Baring Hotel: Open it up – have a
reputable chain run it

Baring Hall could become a community centre/ resource – use for
adult ed.

Baring Hall Hotel – restaurant please!

Baring Hall but not as it was!

Baring Hall Hotel:Ground Fl/ basement – family pub / Upper
floors – community use?/‘Stitching’ better into surroundings /
Form an enclosed courtyard – could have some residential use

How to encourage good business back?
Night time security (Youth crime/MuggingS)

Use the Baring Hotel car park for some summer outdoor events

A youth club in the building
More facilities for younger people to occupy their time
Craft workshops (subsidise) for all ages. Youth club and
welcoming meeting places.
Set up guided history tours.

Create info boards showing all the stuff going on locally.
Group by target audiences – i.e. family, young people, adult
learners.Similar to Deptford rail carriage café – create
something similar in Baring Road.
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SECTION 4 NEXT STEPS

If you want to go fast, go alone.
If you want to go far,
go together.
African Proverb

A Neighhourhood Development Plan for the wider
Grove Park Station Area?
Conditions For PRODUCING A PLAN

Getting on with the tasks in Hand

This engagement process has focused on a relatively
small area of South East Lewisham. The complex
layers of technical challenges, ownership, commercial
opportunities and indeed the passion for a genuine
regeneration of the central area shown by local people,
key stakeholders and politicians, suggests that the Grove
Park central area might be a fertile ground for producing
a Neighbourhood Development Plan, in line with the
provisions brought in through the Localism Act.

touch with one of the early London
Frontrunners and learn about the
next steps such as the constitution,
boundaries and the referendum first
hand.

There is little area specific planning policy in place for
Grove Park, and considering its proximity to London
Bridge, the development pressures are likely to increase
over the coming years. The need for a process and a plan
that integrates strategic infrastructure with transport and
land-use planning could not be greater. It is hoped that
the identified 25 proposals in this document and addition
the many more ideas and suggested actions will provide
the Neighbourhood Forum with a head start in is early
stages.
The Grove Park Community Group is very well organised
and with growing ties to Downham, it should be relatively
straight forward to find 21 people/organisations/
stakeholder to form the required Neighbourhood Forum.
At present, there are over 200 Neighbourhood Planning
Frontrunners at work across the country. We would
encourage the local community representatives to get in
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However, this engagement process
has highlighted that there are many
improvements for Grove Park Local
Centre that do not require a planning
document to make them happen.
Service providers, landowners, the
council, businesses, operators, local
organisations and residents can work
towards achieving them without
relying on planning policies.
We have identified 5 key
recommended actions in this regard:

hands-on project-based working
parties and celebrations!
A03 Set up a series of meetings
with Network Rail to discuss
implementation details for the
station improvement proposals
A04 Encourage Lewisham Council/
TfL/Network to commission a
Pedestrian Environment Review &
Cost:Benefit Analysis.
A05 The formed ‘Bridge Group’
have already agreed to meet
regularly to develop a strategy
and implementation plan to
improve the condition of the
bridge structure. Check on
Updates and Progress.

A01 Appeal for spot listing, to
English Heritage and write to the
Secretary of State for Culture,
Olympics, Media and Sport
A02 Co-ordinate existing local
groups & businesses to initiate

Grove Park Community Design Workshop
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Grove Park Community Design Workshop
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supporting us

Keeping up to date

If you want to support us, it’s easy to get involved.
Just visit our website at
www.princes-foundation.org/support-us
email us at enquiry@princes-foundation.org
or call us on 020 7613 8584

If you want regular updates, sign up for our
newsletter via our website, follow us
on Twitter at @princesfound or join us
on Facebook at The-Princes-Foundation

